YOUR MISSION IS OUR PRIORITY

Your patients and their families depend on you, and you can count on Angel MedFlight. When you call, we take action. The Angel MedFlight team has the expertise, experience, and equipment to complete safe, seamless air medical transports anywhere in the world.


CLINICAL EXPERTISE

• Entire medical crew has advanced care credentials – CFRN or FP-C
• Critical Care teams provide Bedside-to-Bedside® transfers
• NAAMTA accredited for patient care and safety

PATIENT ADVOCACY

• Dedicated team available 24/7 to coordinate all air and ground transport logistics
• Experienced team to manage insurance preauthorization process
• BBB accredited A+ company with five-star rating

AVIATION EXCELLENCE

• All jet fleet for greater speed and longer range capability
• Proven Safety Management System (SMS)
• Aviation partner certified by Wyvern, ARGUS, and IS-BAO

DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL SERVICE

• Complete air and ground coordination
• Medically-configured Learjet fleet
• Transfers for specialized treatment
• Transport to rehabilitation facilities
• Hospice flights and palliative care
• Repatriation for acute and long-term care
• Transports for injured military personnel and veterans

ACUTE AND SPECIALTY CARE

• Pediatric cases
• Burn and wound patients
• Traumatic brain injuries
• Spinal cord injuries
• Status post trauma
• Organ transplant
• Respiratory illness
• Oncology patients
• Virtually any medical condition

IN-FLIGHT ICU CAPABILITY

• Ventilator management
• Multiple drips and IV medications
• Chest tube management
• Cardiac monitoring
• O₂ management
• Nutritional support
• ACLS
• Central line management
• Invasive pressure monitoring

For air medical transports call Angel MedFlight | 855.916.9747 | AngelMedFlight.com
Ready for a Flight Quote?

☐ Call our Flight Coordination Team toll free at 855.916.9747.
☐ Provide the name of the sending facility and the destination, the patient’s age, medical condition, insurance information, and reason for transport.
☐ A Flight Coordinator will present an immediate verbal and written quote for the medical flight in most cases.

Information We Will Need to Get Started

☐ Face sheet
☐ Official ID card with patient’s full name
☐ Insurance card, front and back if available
☐ History and Physical (H&P)
☐ Recent progress notes
☐ Current Medication Administration Record (MAR)
☐ Accepting facility and physician information
☐ Contact name and number for signing of flight agreement (POA if applicable)

Complete itinerary will be emailed to you, the patient or representative, and the receiving facility. It includes transport date and estimated departure and arrival times for air and ground transport.

DAY OF TRANSFER

Prior to Angel MedFlight Team Arrival

To ensure a seamless transition, please complete the following items prior to Angel MedFlight team arrival:

☐ Send discharge summary as soon as it’s available by fax at 844.404.3948 or by email to flights@angelmedflight.com of our medical flight team, including transfer / discharge packet for accepting facility.
☐ Maintain any current IV access.
☐ If possible, hold tube feedings one hour prior to departure time.
☐ Dispense all scheduled medications and provide any small meals or scheduled treatments prior to discharge.

When the Angel MedFlight Team Is On-Site

☐ Our critical care flight nurse will do an on-site nurse-to-nurse report to ensure the continuity of care.
☐ Our medical flight team will assist with transferring the patient from the facility’s medical equipment to Angel MedFlight’s mobile units, including telemetry monitor, oxygen and ventilator if necessary.

The Right Aircraft for the Mission

The appropriate aircraft is critical for a successful transport. A medically-configured jet offers smoother flights, faster airspeed, a longer flight range and greater comfort than a turbo-prop aircraft.

Traveling Companion for Flight

☐ One to two traveling companions may accompany the patient depending on patient’s condition and equipment requirements.
☐ In compliance with TSA, traveling companions must provide full name, photo identification, date of birth and weight.
☐ To accommodate medical equipment, luggage is limited to a small carry-on bag.

MEDICALLY-CONFIGURED JET FLIGHT RANGE
TURBO-PROP AIRCRAFT FLIGHT RANGE
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